
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
manager, digital analytics. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, digital analytics

Develop dashboards within Tableau using Adobe Analytics, Adobe Target
data, Social Data and Teradata
Act as a human feedback loop by developing your knowledge of Prudentials
customer behavior to help define deployment and content strategies to
maximize business impact
Define analytics Quality Assurance and testing activities to ensure accurate
and efficient data collection developing and modifying JavaScript code to
execute data collection
Implement and Expand the Google Premium Platform
Expand and Drive the AB Testing Platform
Educate, Communicate, and Report on Trends and Best Practices
Partner across the Business (Creative, Marketing, Product Teams) to improve
the User Experience and Influence Best Practices
Collect and analyze data and present research, findings, and
recommendations to cross-functional teams including Marketing, Creative,
Product Management, User Experience (UX), A/B Testing, Finance &
Technology
Identify and prioritize optimization and A/B testing opportunities
Generate ad hoc and scheduled reports with KPIs and other pertinent metrics

Qualifications for manager, digital analytics

Example of Manager, Digital Analytics Job
Description
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Strong understanding of technical / analytical tools including database
concepts, research methods, web analytics, multivariate and A/B testing,
tagging and tool implementation
Expert / hands-on experience developing custom analytics for direct
marketing, interactive marketing, CRM
May establish or make recommendations on delivery deadlines
Well-versed with digital media concepts/technicalities website tagging,
digital metrics, pathing of visits, attribution, knowing difference between
visits/views, etc
Experience in a disciplined test/learn environment that includes both paid
media and site side activity preferred
Innovative and independent in exploring brand new web analytics solutions


